
PRINTED LIGHT
TECHNOLOGY

Providing Design & Concept
Solutions for Applications





Printed lighting is a demonstrator of roll-to-roll large area printing technology
where the electrically functional inks are deposited on roll of light weight, thin
and flexible substrates such as plastic or metal foil. It is flexible and provides
large area illumination which requires no additional clearance and space for
housing and mounting frames. It is cool to touch and does not require bulky heat
sinks to dissipate the heat. Its sleek dimensions and uniform diffused light
without the use of complex optics is both commercially attractive and appealing
for a wide ranging application.

LARGE AREA
PRINTED LIGHTING

FEATURES

 Ultra-thin (< 1mm) and light weight (< 1kg for 1m²)
 Flexible form, can be contoured on curve surface or thermoformed
 Diffused uniform aerial light source, non-glaring
 Negligible heat generation and cool-to-touch
 Roll-able with large width and cascade-able to unlimited size
 Ease of installation and maintenance
 Plug and play. Suitable for both indoor/outdoor deployment
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APPLICATION

Advertising, Art installation, Architecture, Furnishing, Automotive and Smart
Packaging

OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Light Colour1 (Primary) : Blue, Green, Bluish White, White

Width2 of Illumination Area : 0.83m

Brightness3 : (100 to 500) lux

Ambient lighting affects the visibility of the
Printed Lighting. Increase in voltage and
frequency can increase the lighting brightness
but this affects the durability. Alternatively, is to
widen the contrast between the lighted zone
and its adjacent surface through creative
graphics overlay design

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES / INVERTERS

Input Voltage : AC 110 / 230V ~ 50Hz; DC 5.5V to 24V

Output Voltage : (90 -150)VAC

Output Frequency : (300 – 1200) Hz

Power Consumption : 50-80 Watts per m2

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -20oC to 45oC

DURABLITY4: >10,000 Hours
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INSTALLATION:

Below setup is an example of connecting the printed lighting (EL) panel and inverter to
the AC power source. The selection of inverter is based on the lighted area and
brightness required.

PACKAGING

Standard packaging includes lamination suitable for both indoor and short term outdoor
deployment. For application where harsh environment is expected or safety
requirement, different packaging design can be applied. To be further discussed with
SIMTech application team.

Notes
*1 – Other colour can be achieved by adding filter.
*2 – Physical roll width is 0.92m with lamination edge and busbar. Typical illumination

width is limited is 0.83m. Cascading can be used to expand to any length and width.
*3 – The brightness and colour tone can be varied by adjusting the output voltage and

frequency.
*4 – This is defined when brightness is reduced by 50%. Printed Lighting will continue to

operate after 50% life and brightness will eventually plateau to a certain level.
Useful life can be extended with reduced brightness and frequency and match with
inverter.
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Research in SIMTech (LARGE AREA PROCESSING)

ROLL TO ROLL, FLEXIBLE ANDMULTI-FUNCTIONAL

Conventional electronic circuit fabrication relies on lithography and subtractive
processes. The growing need to achieve cost effective, energy-efficient and
environmentally friendly manufacturing is driving a paradigm shift towards large area
manufacturing processes, widely known as printed electronics.

Mission

To seed and grow emerging industry in functional films and printed electronics through
research, innovation and commercialization of large area manufacturing technology
platforms in manufacturing processes, manufacturing automation and manufacturing
systems.
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Core Competencies

Key competencies supported by our own integrated cleanroom facilities and research
laboratories include:

 Formulation and processing of printable functional materials

 Large area and roll-to-roll coating

 Large area and roll-to-roll additive patterning

 Large area and roll-to-roll embossing

 Large area and roll-to-roll lamination

 High precision roll-to-roll web handling

 High Precision roll-to-roll web inspection

 In-situ roll-to-roll system process monitoring and control

 Roll-to-roll manufacturing system design, planning and scheduling

Major Facilities

 800m² Class 10K cleanroom

 Roll-to-roll and modular processing system for large web (web width of 1m)
and pilot scale coating, patterning and lamination

 Roll-to-roll embossing system

 Roll-to-roll coating system

 Roll-to-panel-to-roll screen printing system

 Screen printer

 Ink-jet printed

 Thermal, infra-red and UV curing systems
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Research Projects

Roll-to-roll Manufacturing of Printed Electronics

The project focuses on research and development of scalable and high precision roll-
to-roll manufacturing technology platforms for large area functional films and printed
electronics.

The scope includes:

 Formulation and processing of printable grapheme based transparent
conductors and semiconductors

 Formulation and processing of printable battery electrodes and electrolytes.
Formulation and processing of printable photovoltaic materials

 High precision roll-to-roll processes for surface area dependent devices
including transparent conductive film, battery and photovoltaic

 High precision roll-to-roll additive and direct-write patterning processes for
feature-size dependent devices including touch screen, display and electronic
backplane

 Low temperature ink sintering techniques

 Large Area Printing of Frequency Selective and Active Devices

The project focuses on research and development of scalable and high
precision thick-film and thin-film printing processes for large area frequency
selective electromagnetic passive and active devices

The scope includes:

 Design and characterization of electromagnetic shielding films

 Design and characterization of near-field and far-field antennas

 High precision thick-film and thin-film printing of circuits and interconnects

 Low-temperature processing of copper based inks
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S'pore team finds cheaper
way to print light sheets

Researchers from SIMTech have developed a new method to make printed lighting on a
large scale. This could be used for huge posters on a building, or spectacular light shows
overseas.

SINGAPORE - The technology may not be new but a team of Singapore researchers has
managed to harness the ability to produce flexible sheets of light in a big and affordable
way. And if all goes well, it could soon light up prominent buildings near City Hall or
make an appearance in large-scale parades here.

Called "printed light", the phosphor-based technology comes in the form of 50 square
metre sheets that glow when connected to electricity sources.

"It can be used to light large building facades or make huge outdoor billboards," said
researcher Lok Boon Keng from the Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology
(SIMTech).
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Printed light technology has existed in its raw form since the 1990s. But until a year
ago, manufacturers could print them only in about 1 square metre sheets.

"As size increases, complexity of printing increases too."

But Mr Lok and his team found a way to print these light sheets the way newspapers
are printed - in large rolls - thus reducing costs by up to 30 per cent.

"We hope it can help light up Times Square or even the skyline around the Bund in
Shanghai.

"Our dream is to have a piece of Singapore in these places.”

Printed light consists of several layers of material including transparent electrodes, a
phosphor- based layer that lights up, and a ceramic-based insulator.

A special printer deposits these layers onto a film that forms the base of printed light
sheets. The next step involves the mounting of a graphic layer, such as an
advertisement, on top of these sheets to form a lighted billboard.

Users just need to connect it to an electricity source, switch it on and watch it
illuminate.

Such large-scale printed lighting has already piqued the interest of building owners,
green materials manufacturers and even costume designers. For example, printed
lighting was used in signage and works of art at a recent sustainable light art festival,
i- Light Marina Bay.

Green Building Group, a green materials manufacturer, is placing its bets on the
technology, having licensed it from SIMTech.

Printed light consumes considerably less power at about 60 watts per square metre,
compared to LED screens which can consume 1,200 watts per square metre, said the
group's managing director Philip Kwang.

"Think of LED screens as sunlight - you can't stare at them for too long. But printed
light is like moonlight, it's less bright and more soothing," he added.
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The group is in discussions with building owners around City Hall to use printed light for
their facades. Events firm CITYNEON is in talks with organisers of large- scale local
parades to use this flexible lighting material in costumes.

The cost of printed light is comparable to LED screens, which costs more than $20,000
for 100 square metre, said Mr Lok. But printed light can feature only static images while
LED screens can show moving ones.

"It might take five more years to introduce moving pictures to printed light... That's
something that we want to work on."

This article was published on April 7 in The Straits Times.

Flexible and Large
Area of Printed
Lighting by Roll-to-Roll
Processing

Research Institute: SIMTech

Deposition and Printing
of Printed Lighting



Technology Overview

Printed Lighting is a demonstrator of roll-to-roll large area printing technology where
the electrically functional inks are deposited on roll of light weight, thin and flexible
substrates such as PET (polyethylene terephthalate), PC (polycarbonate) and potentially
paper and fabrics.

Roll-to-roll processing is a high throughput, large area manufacturing process to enable
cost effective printed electronics.

The first 10m² Printed Lighting demonstrated using roll-to-roll processing
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APPLICATIONS FOR PRINTED LIGHT TECHNOLOGY
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SIMTech Innovation

Printed Lighting is flexible and provides large area illumination which requires no

additional clearance and space for housing and mounting frames. It is cool to touch and

does not require bulky heat sinks to dissipate the heat. Its sleek dimensions and uniform

diffused light without the use of complex optics is both commercially attractive and

appealing.

Extremely versatile, the ultra-thin (<1mm) and lightweight sheet can be printed on a large
scale (up to 0.9m width and unlimited length) as well as thermoformed into 3D features.

Potential Applications

Given its versatility, sustainability, as well as ease of use, the technology can be applied

on wide ranging application in the following industry: Art installations, Advertising,

Architectural, Furnishing, Packaging, and Automotive.

We have done various projects across varied industries to develop new application.

Opportunity

Based on the latest IDTechEx report, the total market for printed, flexible and organic

electronics will grow from US$16 billion in 2013 to US$76.8billion in 2023 with CAGR of

16.9%. The main driver is OLED as well as the conductive ink used in wide applications.

In 2012, the estimated market size for printed lighting (also electroluminescent, also

known as EL) is US$110M. The EL market includes signage, promotional items, displays

and consumer electronics. Today, Electroluminescent Lighting is a small market as it is

representing the small size EL application segment. There is definitely a growth potential

with the introduction of large area Printed Lighting to tap into the new market.

We are keen to engage with companies to collaborate and manufacture the products and
roll out to the market. Please contact us if interested.
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Providing Design Concept
Solutions for Applications
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WORLDBIZZ working with
SIMTech and A*STAR
SIMTech collaborates with companies on
industry-directed R&D, leveraging on their
domain expertise and the institute’s
technological capabilities to fulfil deliverables
within a defined timeline.

WORLDBIZZ is a CIP (Collaborative Industry
Project) member working with SIMTech, A*STAR
on the Printed Light Technology providing
solutions on design and concept into applications
with PMMA acrylic panels. WORLDBIZZ is
Licensed by SIMTech and A*STAR to
commercialize the Printed Light Technology.

From Left:
Lim Kim Guan
Senior Industry Development
Manager - SIMTech A*STAR

Rachel Teo
Principal Manager
Advanced Manufacturing -
ETPL A*STAR

Jared Chew
CEO - WORLDBIZZ Group

Rick Yeo
Director, Emerging Applications
Centre - SIMTech A*STAR
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DESIGN CONCEPT SOLUTIONS FOR PRINTED LIGHT TECHNOLOGY
APPLICATIONS

To facilitate the effort in driving innovation and advancing technology, SIMTech
engages industry through industry-wide initiatives via Innovation Centres hosted at
the Institute – Precision Engineering Centre of Innovation (PE COI), Manufacturing
Productivity Technology Centre (MPTC) and Sustainable Manufacturing Centre
(SMC). WORLDBIZZ looks forward to have the Licence to manufacture the Printed
Light over the next 12 months.

WORLDBIZZ sees the biggest use of Printed Light in Roofing Applications. For
this purpose, WORLDBIZZ has innovated the proprietary SUPERLIGHT
Modular Roofing System for market launch targeted in Singapore, Malaysia,
and Indonesia. Below, we have designed for a twin sharing roof between
semi-detached and terrace houses – a common feature of shared roof for car
parks in landed residential. The SUPERLIGHT Modular Roof System is
destined as a Do-It-Yourself (DIY) roofing product for export market to all
Asia countries like Malaysia, Indonesia, Myanmar, Cambodia besides taking
roots in Singapore.
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SUPERLIGHT Modular Roof System

The SUPERLIGHT Modular Roof System could take on many shapes and sizes
to reflect theming for Theme Park Project development projects. An example
is shown below where the modular roof system is within a giant leaf. The
basic component of the roof system uses PMMA Acrylic panels and the
printed light technology.

Such themes could take on any form (PMMA Acrylic can be thermo-formed
and chemical welded) and this allows imaginary visions for designs and
creations in architecture, interior designing and landscape architecture.
Roofing designs can now become visionary and yet performing the
engineering needs of a roof structure. The printed light is just as FLEXIBLE to
take any shape and form to be compatible with the design.
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PRINTED LIGHTS APPLICATION FOR CHILL BAR COUNTERS

Of recent, more and more outdoor bars have been successful and this created
a new concept in Chill Bars in open areas or beside swimming pools.

For the ONZE Project Singapore, the Chill Bar is constructed in timber body
but clothed in acrylic, fitted with Printed Light on the entire frontal curve
(about 11 square meters of Printed Light) within “milky frosted” acrylic panels.
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PRINTED LIGHTS in shapes of
Butterfly

Printed light fittings in shapes of
Butterfly could be framed as in a
picture and yet providing the
ambient lighting you need in a
lounge or living room. It could
also be a standing light fitting.
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PRINTED LIGHTS APPLICATION FOR CREATIVE FURNITURE

Think of tables, be it for dining in restaurants or in fast food corners, used as
coffee tables, or even for the homes. With the right creative designs, the
printed light can brighten up to give the ambience. Here, a graphic picture in
sticker form is pasted onto an acrylic which is set onto the table. The printed
light, with the inverter and power source (all wiring is hidden) is connected.



BY NIGHT VIEWINGBY DAY VIEWING

PRINTED LIGHTS APPLICATION FOR GARDEN LIGHTING

In every city, there are gardens and parks that are part of our every day life
for healthy living. Strollers, joggers, the elderly and family visit such
garden early in the morning and until into the late evenings. Printed
lightings can create a new experience for all to enjoy. Imagine that by
night, the same garden could turn into a lighting event as you would see in
a festival season.

Printed light could be installed on any design creation with ambience
lighting. The printed light is energy saving and would create an attraction
for the garden and parks at any season of the year as they would be water-
proofed.
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WORLDBIZZ
Company Future Plans on Printed Lighting Technology

WORLDBIZZ sees the future in using PMMA acrylic with Printed Light. Our
strategy starts with the design and fabricate of new product lines to
incorporate PMMA acrylic panels with Printed Light. The new product
lines include:

a. SUPERLIGHT Modular Roof System
b. Modular Ceiling panels
c. Chill Bar counters
d. Creative Furniture
e. Shower Screens
f. Kitchen cabinets and wardrobes

WORLDBIZZ will continue to innovate in using PMMA Acrylic panels for
various applications such as those already mentioned. Our immediate
plan starts in Singapore where we work with our clients and supporters of
many years. We have already positioned ourselves in Malaysia, Indonesia
and China and across the global market. Soon, we would extend our
capabilities to include manufacturing and fabrication of our own systems.

It is our vision that roof application commands the biggest volume in terms
of area usage. We are determined and are confident to achieve the
biggest market share for car porch roofing needs to the so many
condominium, bungalows and detached housing units.

The marketing strategy has already started and moving on as planned.
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Electroluminescence (EL) is an optical and electrical phenomenon in which a
material emits light in response to the application of a strong electric field.
EL Panel is created by printed Phosphor, Dielectric and Silver over ITO film
and laminating them together to create a light source that is less than
0.4mm thick.

NEJILOCK Technology together with SIMTech recently developed a Roll-to-
Roll Coating and Printing process that enabled EL to be manufactured in a
continuous roll.

NEJILOCK also provides the power solutions for the Printed Light
Technology. This includes the power supply, inverters in various
specification, size and capacity.
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With this new development, new business opportunities for EL lights have
been created.

For examples:

1) Architects will have a new choice of light source that has a very thin
profile and is naturally defused. Areas of application includes but
not limited to:

EL Light Strips – Naturally Defused and thin profile

Applications – Apparel, Safety Lights, Interior Design
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2) Consumers and contractors can now buy the EL Light in standard
width and length together with accessories. They can easily
convert the EL Light into any length by cutting and terminating with
the accessories.

EL Light Strips EL Accessories

NEJILOCK is expecting to launch this product in 1Q2017.
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